
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VANSA Public Art Survivor 

Press Release  

The Visual Arts Network of South Africa (VANSA) Public Art Survivor is a collaborative public art project 
steered by three of Johannesburg’s leading public art organisations, the Joubert Park Project (JPP), AAW 
Art Project Management and the Trinity Session. This initiative will take place between February 17 and 
March 1, and will engage emerging arts pracitioners in the realisation of public art projects in three unique 
locations in Johannesburg.  Participants will be organised into three teams that will compete against one 
another over an intensive twelve-day period, working within the frame of actual projects that each company 
is currently involved in. 
 
Each team will document their working process, and it is hoped that VANSA Public Art Survivor will represent 
a major career development opportunity for all of the participants.  The work and ideas generated through 
the project could potentially be developed more fully at a later stage and implemented in any of the three 
selected contexts. 
 
Several international curators will work alongside the participants as “mentors” or advisors during the course 
of the project: 
 
Goddy Leye is a media artist based in Douala, Cameroon.  He established the ArtBakery in 2003, a project 
based in Douala that, among other things, generates interventions around art in public space and community 
outreach.  He is particularly concerned in his work with questions regarding memory and identity. 
 
Pierre Muylle is a curator at S.M.A.K. museum for contemporary arts in Ghent, Belgium. Since 2002, he has 
collaborated on several projects  in public urban spaces and neighbourhoods.  In 2006 he started the 
Moscou/Bernadette project, in which he worked with local artists to develop a program of experimental art in 
the context of these two neighbourhoods in Ghent. 
 
Markus Weiss (Zurich) and Markus Wetzel (New York) are Swiss artists who frequently collaborate around 
the realisation of projects in public space. Weiss comments on his work as follows: "In my art work, I am 
searching for a subversive approach. that means, my interventions don't look very arty, in a certain way they 
try to use an everyday speech, the aesthetic of a daily routine, the daily grind. Besides, the interventions are 
interactive platforms, I provide a stage on which people can meet, dicuss, play a game or amuse.” 
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A further project, Urban Scenographies, will run concurrently to and in active relationship with Public Art Survivor: 

Urban Scenographies Johannesburg 
 
Urban Scenographies is a public artists’ residency project which, after having taken place in Douala, Alexandria 
and Kinshasa, will be realised in the Johannesburg inner city from February 19 to March 22 2009. Initiated by the 
French collective (SCu)2, Urban Scenographies Johannesburg is organised in partnership with the JPP. The 
project will bring together more than 20 leading and emerging artists, writers and performers from South Africa, the 
DRC, Mozambique, Angola, Nigeria, Benin, Cameroon, Germany, Egypt and France over a period of one month to 
create site-specific works that offer alternative ways of conceptualising the city space. The curatorial frame 
identifies four key readings of the city as the basis for the project. These interpret the city variably as ‘stage’, 
‘battleground’, ‘playground’ and ‘marketplace’ 
 
Launch and networking event: 
February 19, 6:30pm at Private Practice, 195 Jeppe Street, Lister Medical Building. 

For further information about VANSA Public Art Survivor please consult the Urban Scenographies blog: 
www.urbanscenograpies.wordpress.com   
 
 
Or contact: 
 
 
Lerato Shadi     Anthea Buys    
lerato.shadi@gmail.com    urbansceno@mweb.co.za 
083 536 3578     082 460 3427 
       (for press-related queries) 
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